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The Iran Update provides insights into Iranian and Iranian-sponsored activities abroad that 
undermine regional stability and threaten US forces and interests. It also covers events and trends 
that affect the stability and decision-making of the Iranian regime. The Critical Threats Project 
(CTP) at the American Enterprise Institute and the Institute for the Study of War (ISW) provides 
these updates regularly based on regional events. For more on developments in Iran and the region, 
see our interactive map of Iran and the Middle East. 
  
Note: CTP and ISW have refocused the update to cover the Israel-Hamas war. The new sections 
address developments in the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, Lebanon, and Syria, as well as noteworthy 
activity from Iran’s Axis of Resistance. We do not report in detail on war crimes because these 
activities are well-covered in Western media and do not directly affect the military operations we 
are assessing and forecasting. We utterly condemn violations of the laws of armed conflict and the 
Geneva Conventions and crimes against humanity even though we do not describe them in these 
reports. 
  
Click here to see CTP and ISW’s interactive map of Israeli ground operations. This map is updated 
daily alongside the static maps present in this report. Click here to subscribe to the Iran Update. 
  
Palestinian militias have claimed at least 92 attacks targeting Israeli forces in Zaytoun, 
southeastern Gaza City, between February 19 and February 28.[1] At least seven Palestinian 
militias conducted attacks on Israeli forces in Zaytoun on February 27 and 28.[2] Palestinian militias 
have targeted Israeli forces with rocket propelled grenades, mortars, explosively-formed penetrators 
(EFP), improvised explosive devices, small arms, and rockets in Zaytoun since February 19.[3] These 
attacks are in response to the ongoing division-sized clearing operation targeting Zaytoun. 

This high attack rate involving at least seven Palestinian militias using sophisticated military 
capabilities indicates that Palestinian fighters have retained military capacity in southern Gaza City 
despite two Israeli clearing operations there. The militias likely infiltrated into previously cleared 
areas of southern Gaza City from the uncleared central Gaza Strip. The militias also likely reactivated 
dormant cells after the Israelis decreased the size of the Israel Defense Force (IDF) contingent in the 
northern Strip. The IDF said that Hamas’ Central and Gaza City Brigades transferred fighters between 
battalions through tunnel networks.[4] Hamas Political Bureau Chairman Ismail Haniyeh insinuated 
on February 28 that Israeli clearing operations in Zaytoun had failed, noting that Hamas’ continued 
attacks in Zaytoun are “the [fiercest] battles” despite Israel’s 80-day “occupation.”[5] 

  

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/661fd12b23f442b781be64cf323ef573/?draft=true
https://isw.pub/IsraelBattleMap
https://hello.aei.org/Subscribe-to-Iran-Update.html
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The IDF 162nd Division continued its clearing operation in Zaytoun neighborhood, 
southeastern Gaza City, on February 28. The IDF Nahal Brigade (assigned to the 162nd 
Division) killed Palestinian fighters and located weapons in Zaytoun.[6] The Israeli Air Force 
conducted airstrikes on a Hamas warehouse in Daraj, north of Zaytoun.[7] 

Key Takeaways: 
• Gaza City: Palestinian militias have claimed at least 92 attacks targeting Israeli forces in 

Zaytoun, southeastern Gaza City, between February 19 and February 28. This high attack 
rate involving at least seven Palestinian militias using sophisticated military capabilities 
indicates that Palestinian fighters have retained military capacity in southern Gaza City 
despite two Israeli clearing operations there. 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/NorthGazaHeatmap February 28%2C 2024.png
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• The militias likely infiltrated into previously cleared areas of southern Gaza City from the 
uncleared central Gaza Strip. The militias also likely reactivated dormant cells after the 
Israelis decreased the size of the Israel Defense Force (IDF) contingent in the northern 
Strip. 

• The attacks in Zaytoun are in response to the ongoing division-sized clearing operation 
targeting Zaytoun. The IDF 162nd Division continued its clearing operation in Zaytoun 
neighborhood, southeastern Gaza City, on February 28. 

• Rafah: IDF spokesperson Daniel Hagari said on February 27 that Israel seeks to ensure 
displaced Gazan civilians have access to food, aid, medicine, and hospital facilities in a 
separate, safer zone before conducting ground operations in Rafah. 

• Negotiations: Israeli negotiators are expected to leave Qatar on February 29 if there is no 
significant breakthrough in ceasefire talks, according to two Israeli sources familiar with 
the process. 

• Yemen: CENTCOM and an unspecified coalition warship shot down five Houthi one-way 
attack drones over the Red Sea on February 27. 

• Iraq-Russia: The Iraqi government may request a sanctions waiver to purchase spare 
parts for Russian-manufactured helicopters. A Parliamentary Security and Defense 
Committee member cited by an independent Iraqi news outlet said that there is an 
“unannounced” effort to resolve the shortage of parts for Iraq’s Russian-made helicopters. 
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Gaza Strip 
 
Axis of Resistance campaign objectives: 

• Erode the will of the Israeli political establishment and public to launch and sustain a major 
ground operation into the Gaza Strip 

• Degrade IDF material and morale around the Gaza Strip. 

The IDF continued clearing operations in western Khan Younis on February 28. The IDF 
7th Brigade (assigned to the 36th Division) raided militia positions and fired a missile targeting five 
Palestinian fighters in a vehicle in western Khan Younis.[8] The IDF 35th Paratrooper Brigade also 
fired sniper rifles at several Palestinian fighters operating in western Khan Younis.[9] The 98th 
Division directed an airstrike on Palestinian fighters attempting an ambush of Israeli fighters in Khan 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/DraftIsraelCoTFebruary28%2C2024.png
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Younis.[10] Palestinian militias conducted at least five attacks targeting Israeli forces operating in 
central and western Khan Younis on February 28.[11] 

The IDF Givati Brigade (assigned to the 162nd Division) continued operations in eastern Khan Younis 
and directed airstrikes targeting two Palestinian fighters on February 28.[12] Hamas fighters pre-
placed and detonated two EFPs targeting Israeli tanks operating in Abasan al Kabira on February 
28.[13] Hamas and other Palestinian militias claimed small arms clashes with Israeli forces in Abasan 
al Kabira and north of the town.[14] 

 

  

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Gaza Clearing Map February 28%2C2024.png
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Hamas Political Bureau Chairman Ismail Haniyeh gave a rare recorded public address 
at a conference in Beirut on February 28.[15] Haniyeh claimed that Hamas has displayed 
flexibility in negotiations but remains ready to continue fighting.[16] He also warned Israel against 
imposing additional restrictions for Muslims on access to the al Aqsa Mosque during Ramadan and 
called on Palestinian residents of Jerusalem and the West Bank to march on al Aqsa Mosque on the 
first day of Ramadan, which begins around March 10.[17] Some far-right Israeli ministers have 
proposed restricting access to the al Aqsa Mosque during Ramadan, but Israel has not announced a 
new policy.[18] 

IDF spokesperson Daniel Hagari said on February 27 that Israel seeks to ensure 
displaced Gazan civilians have access to food, aid, medicine, and hospital facilities in a 
separate, safer zone before conducting ground operations in Rafah.[19] Israel facilitated 
the airdrop of aid into Khan Younis and access to the northern Gaza Strip for 31 aid trucks on 
February 27.[20] Israel is reportedly still considering opening a direct aid crossing from Israel into 
the northern Gaza Strip to increase aid flows.[21] 

Russian state media confirmed that Fatah and Hamas officials will meet in Moscow on 
February 29 to discuss the formation of a new Palestinian government.[22] Hamas has 
not independently confirmed its attendance. A senior Hamas delegation last traveled to Moscow in 
late October 2023 to meet with Russian and Iranian officials.[23] Some smaller political factions 
actively fighting Israeli forces in Gaza, like the Palestinian Mujahideen Movement, criticized the 
meeting for excluding other Palestinian groups.[24] Fatah leaders gave unoptimistic statements to 
media organizations about the meeting.[25] The Palestinian Authority Foreign Minister Riyad al 
Maliki said that he does not expect “miracles to happen” and added that the time is not right for a 
”national coalition government” or a government that includes Hamas. Maliki cited the risk of an 
international boycott against any government including Hamas.[26] Russia has framed itself as a 
possible mediator between Israel and Hamas.[27] 

Israeli negotiators are expected to leave Qatar on February 29 if there is no significant 
breakthrough in ceasefire talks, according to two Israeli sources familiar with the 
process.[28] Reuters reported on February 27 that the parties are discussing the latest ”Paris 
Proposal” that would require both Israel and the Palestinian militias to completely stop their military 
operations in the Gaza Strip. The latest proposal would also force Israel to pause aerial surveillance in 
the Strip for eight hours daily and reposition IDF units away from densely populated areas. The 
proposal would allow the gradual return of all displaced civilians except military aged males to the 
northern Gaza Strip.[29] Hamas would release 40 female, child, and elderly hostages in exchange for 
approximately 400 Palestinian prisoners held by Israel under the latest proposal.[30] Israel would 
also commit to bring in 500 humanitarian aid trucks per day, 200,000 tents, 60,000 caravans, fuel, 
and heavy machinery to rehabilitate hospitals and bakeries in the Gaza Strip.[31] Hamas 
representatives have reportedly not provided a full response to the proposal.[32] Hamas Political 
Bureau member Muhammad Nazal said on February 28 that ”there is no escaping the end of the war” 
but that Hamas does not have to agree to ”the first stage of the deal.”[33] 
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Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) fired a rocket barrage from the Gaza Strip targeting Kissufim in 
southern Israel on February 28.[34] 

The IDF Gaza Division and Southern Command directed airstrikes in Central Gaza targeting eight 
“significant targets,” including a PIJ rocket launcher used to attack Ashkelon on February 27.[35] 

  

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Gaza Evacuation Zone Map February 28%2C 2024.png
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West Bank 

Axis of Resistance campaign objectives: 
• Draw IDF assets and resources toward the West Bank and fix them there 

  
Israeli forces clashed with Palestinian fighters at least five times in the West Bank on 
February 28.[36] 

  

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Southern Israel Battle Map February 28%2C2024.png
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This map is not an exhaustive depiction of clashes and demonstrations in the West Bank. 

Southern Lebanon and Golan Heights 

Axis of Resistance campaign objectives: 
• Draw IDF assets and resources toward northern Israel and fix them there 
• Set conditions for successive campaigns into northern Israel 

Iranian-backed militias, including Lebanese Hezbollah, has conducted at least six 
attacks from southern Lebanon into northern Israel since CTP-ISW's last data cutoff on 
February 27.[37] Hamas’ military wing said that it fired 40 rockets targeting two Israeli positions in 
northern Israel.[38] The IDF said that only 15 of the rockets that Hamas fired crossed into Israeli 
territory. One of the rockets damaged a home in the area.[39] 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/West Bank Battle Map February 28%2C2024.png
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Unspecified sources familiar with Lebanese Hezbollah decisionmaking told Reuters on February 27 
that the group will stop attacks on northern Israel if Hamas agrees to a ceasefire.[40] Hamas is 
currently considering a proposal that would include a six-week truce with Israel.[41] 

 
Recorded reports of attacks; CTP-ISW cannot independently verify impact. 

Iran and Axis of Resistance 

Axis of Resistance campaign objectives: 
• Demonstrate the capability and willingness of Iran and the Axis of Resistance to escalate 

against the United States and Israel on multiple fronts 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Northern Israel Battle Map February 28%2C2024.png
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• Set conditions to fight a regional war on multiple fronts 
  
The Iraqi government may request a sanctions waiver to purchase spare parts for 
Russian-manufactured helicopters.[42] A Parliamentary Security and Defense Committee 
member cited by an independent Iraqi news outlet said that there is an “unannounced” effort to 
resolve the shortage of parts for Iraq’s Russian-made helicopters. The US Department of Defense 
Inspector General’s Q3 Report on Operation Inherent Resolve said that “sanctions related to the war 
in Ukraine have prevented the acquisition of new parts [for Russian-produced helicopters].”[43] The 
report added that most of Iraq’s Russian-manufactured helicopters are not airworthy due to 
”maintenance constraints, outdated systems, and lack of available spare parts.”[44] Russian 
Ambassador to Iraq Elbrus Kutrashev has discussed security cooperation with several senior Iraqi 
political and military officials in a series of meetings since late January 2024. CTP-ISW assessed on 
February 20 that Russia may be setting conditions to supplant the United States as Iraq’s security 
partner in anticipation of the United States possibly reducing its military presence in Iraq.[45] 

An unspecified “judicial source” told Iraqi Kurdish media that Iraq’s Federal Supreme 
Court rejected a lawsuit on February 28 that attempted to invalidate Parliament 
Speaker nominee Shaalan al Karim’s candidacy.[46] The Iraqi Federal Supreme Court stated 
that the lawsuit does not fall under the court’s jurisdiction. Iranian-backed Iraqi politicians filed a 
lawsuit on January 13 to invalidate Karim’s candidacy as part of their efforts to install their preferred 
candidate, Mahmoud al Mashhadani, as speaker.[47] 

The Sistan and Baluchistan Province prosecutor said that two unspecified “terrorist 
operatives” attempted to conduct attacks targeting Iranian security officials in Bampur 
on February 28.[48] The two fighters attempted to target an Iranian security forces patrol near an 
Iranian checkpoint in Bampur. The fighters prematurely detonated their explosives, killing one 
fighter.[49] This incident is part of an uptick in anti-regime militancy in southeastern Iran since 
December 2023. Jaish al Adl—a Balochi, Salafi-jihadi group operating along the Iran-Pakistan 
border—has conducted at least five attacks targeting Iranian security personnel since December 
2023.[50] The Iranian Law Enforcement Command killed a purportedly Jaish al Adl-affiliated 
individual in Bampur City on January 8.[51] The Afghan branch of the Islamic State separately 
conducted a terrorist attack in Kerman Province in early January 2024, killing over 90 
individuals.[52]  
 
The Iranian communications and information technology minister announced on 
February 28 that Russia will launch the Iranian Pars-1 satellite into orbit on February 
29.[53] Iranian state media claimed that Russia will use its Soyuz space launch vehicle to launch 
the Pars-1 into low earth orbit.[54] Russia similarly launched a Kanopus-V satellite—alternatively 
referred to as the Khayyam in Iran—into orbit in August 2022 on Iran’s behalf.[55] The IRGC 
Aerospace Force Command and Iranian Space Organization separately launched multiple Iranian 
satellites into low-earth orbit between April 2020 and January 2024.[56] Iran can use satellites 
capable of collecting imagery to help enable targeting capabilities for attacks abroad.[57] Iranian state 
media reported in July 2020 that the IRGC used its satellites to collect intelligence on US military 
positions in the region.[58] 
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CENTCOM and an unspecified coalition warship shot down five Houthi one-way attack 
drones over the Red Sea on February 27.[59] CENTCOM said that the drones presented an 
“imminent” threat to vessels in the Red Sea. 

The German frigate Hessen shot down two Houthi one-way attack drones over the Red 
Sea on February 27.[60] The Hessen identified a suspicious target over the Red Sea on February 
26 but did not successfully intercept the target.[61] It is unclear if the Hessen is the unspecified 
coalition warship noted by CENTCOM. 

A Houthi-controlled media outlet said that the United States and United Kingdom targeted Houthi 
sites on Labwan Island, off the coast of Hudaydah, on February 27.[62] Neither the United States nor 
the United Kingdom have confirmed the strikes. 
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